[Possibility of memory reparation: conditioned freezing disrupted by protein synthesis inhibition can be restored by reminder stimulation in mice].
Memory consolidation is a term used to describe the process of memory stabilization from labile, easily disrupted state into disruption-resistant long-term form. Protein synthesis inhibitors injected before or immediately after learning episode, produce significant amnesia. However in a limited number of studies the possibility of memory recovery after such pharmacologically-produced amnesia was shown. The aim of present study was to investigate the possibility of memory recovery in single-session fear conditioning paradigm in mice. Mice were injected with protein synthesis inhibitor cycloheximide twenty minutes prior learning to induce amnesia. Twenty four hours after training mice were subjected to reminder shock, similar to one used during training. Amnestic animals have demonstrated complete recovery of cued fear memory to the level of normal animals when tested 24h after reminder presentation. Thus our data indicate that specific type of memory might be restored using nonspecific stimulus as a reminder. Possible mechanisms of memory reparation after PSI injection during learning are discussed.